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ABSTRACT
This article discusses the financial behavior of local governments
and its political consequences in China. According to surveys con-
ducted from 2006 to 2011, the author points out a trend: local
governments have increasing awareness over the control of their
‘financial assets,’ they have increasing motives to pursue rewards,
play active roles as investors expanding to broader economic
realms, and market principles have been fully legitimized among
official institutions and organizations within the system. With the
strengthening awareness in the ownership and handling of
political assets, the financial capacity of local governments—the
ability to allocate resources and the ability to return incentives—
have increased, but under the influence of historical perceptions
and structure of institutional and regional finances, the local
government’s chain of benefits mainly extends along the official
system, or its related economic departments. For the society, this
encourages and also exacerbates the imbalance of opportunities
to receive benefits, and the potential political consequences are
damaging to the reputation of the government representing
‘public interests’.
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Introduction

In state-building research, most people believe that government financial abilities con-
sistently show a mutually supportive relationship with political order. The reason being
that the redistributed capacity of a strong government can support actions for the con-
solidation of political power, and through ‘rewards’, benefits are distributed to support-
ers. The opposite situation would therefore trigger a crisis. According to Europe’s
historical experience, when regimes were weak and even turbulent, it most often
stemmed from government financial crises (Norberg, 2008:279);2 the transition in the
post-Soviet Eastern European countries also shows that financial crises ‘limit the quan-
tity and quality of the administration’.3 Furthermore, research has shown that with the
rise and fall of the Song, Ming, and Qing dynasties in Chinese history, they ‘all follow a
basic financial pattern: In the beginning of the dynasty, the national treasury is rich,
gradually decreasing over time, and then with increasingly tight finances, unable to
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salvage numbers in the red, ultimately leading to dynastic transitions’.4 Therefore, Deng
Xiaoping’s speeches were meaningful during his Southern Tour. A politician who had
foresight, he was very concerned with the issue of obtaining support for the govern-
ment, and in his speeches he especially emphasized that tackling economic issues is
the key to political stability. For him, ‘development is the absolute principle’ is not only
an economic issue, but also the political issues related to state-building.

Many years have passed since then. Economically, the reality that has become clear
today is that economic development has rapidly grown, the accumulation of wealth
has increased, and the financial capacity of the government has increased. But with
regards to state-building, has it, as Deng Xiaoping had hoped, consolidated stable
governance? This has turned into a question that cannot be easily answered. We have
witnessed the increasing financial strength of the state, yet their dissatisfaction with so-
ciety has also increased. This is demonstrated through the increase in conflicts/petition-
ing/Internet controversies, and correspondingly, the manpower deployed and expenses
spent on preserving stability have also increased. Although it is normal to have social
conflicts during transitional periods, we also often notice that many of these conflicts
occur at the local level and at the grassroots; individual incidents easily become group
incidents; legal conflicts easily turn into conflicts targeted at public institutions. The pol-
itical meaning behind these characteristics is worth emphasizing: It demonstrates that
there is not just an ordinary relationship between financial control and consolidating
governance. A challenging question would be: Why is it that the theoretically mutually-
constructive relationship between the two has now produced different outcomes?

Professor Andrew Walder once provided an enlightening explanation. He proposed
that ‘market-oriented reforms . . . very easily damage the rewards structure of adminis-
trative agencies, and gradually weaken the foundation of the huge governance system’.
In his perspective, the channels through which this damage occurs is that market
development provides an alternative source for rewards, therefore, some local cadres
start to take advantage of organizational power and influence—becoming business
owners or becoming corrupted and accepting bribes to increase their income and to
compensate for the special privileges they have lost—and administrative staff who lack
such opportunities, therefore, are powerless about the damage to their personal mater-
ial interests. These two results both entail one of the foundations of the stabilization of
political power: the decrease in the system’s ability to effectively reward those who are
politically loyal, and such an ability once served the function of encouraging adminis-
trative functions during a time when consumption was scarce and there were no other
sources of alternative income in redistributive economics, the organizational depend-
ence of the structure, was also an important foundation for the consolidation of
power.5

The basic logic behind this explanation is, market development!the decrease of
the function of the original rewards system!damage to the exchange between
rewards and loyalty!swaying the political support based on this exchange!harming
the consolidation of power. But the problematic issue today is, the ‘exchange
system of rewards and loyalty’ not only still exists, but it is even more powerful
than before: the stability of administrative staff’s income has increased, people are
scrambling for positions in administrative agencies, and government financial
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capabilities are strong. Still, why has it produced different effects for the ‘consolidation
of power?’

This article examines the financial behavior of local governments from 2006–2011 in
attempts to answer the above question. The article elucidates that with the concept
and structure of institutional and regional finances, the chain of benefits for local gov-
ernments has a specific direction of extension, the beneficiaries are limited within the
administrative system or related fields, causing the increasing imbalance of the oppor-
tunity structure. Those who can benefit from government finances, that is, the depart-
ments who share ‘public benefits’, are mostly the institutions within the government
and other agencies within the system. The differentiation between the institutional so-
ciety within the system and public society outside the system, demonstrates that the
functional role that the structural environment played described above by Walder has
already changed. Under these circumstances, the stronger the government’s ‘rewards
and incentives’, the bigger the difference between the obtainment of ‘public benefits’6

for those inside and outside the system. This damages the government’s social reputa-
tion of ‘representing public interests’, bringing about opposite effects for the stabiliza-
tion of political order.

The Concept of Government Finance and Implementation Structure

There are three research perspectives on local finances in China. One is an economic
perspective: emphasizing the balanced analysis between income and expenditure, cost
and output. The second is a management perspective: emphasizing professional assess-
ments, measurements, and other technical aspects and personnel evaluations. The third
is a political economy perspective: emphasizing power structure issues—focusing on
the centralized and decentralized system of finances, discussing moderate centraliza-
tion,7 decentralization,8 or the realization of, or reason for, a federal fiscal structure.9

These three perspectives reflect the particular foci of Chinese scholars. There are many
differences between these scholars and Western research foci on the ‘public nature’ of
finances (covering the public domain, public transparency, public accountability, and
public supervision). These differences not only stem from the regime in power and the
understanding of government responsibilities, but it also stems from history: the institu-
tional fiscal system of ‘public’ agencies in China.

The characteristics of institutional finances in China are that they are regional, by
industry and by department. Therefore, even though they are all public agencies, the
financial control has formed a pattern of disparate control in accordance with admin-
istrative compartmentalization. For example, for a farmer in Guizhou applying for fi-
nancial subsidies to establish a school for farmers’ children, if the school dorms were
built locally in Guizhou, the chances of him receiving administrative approval are
high, and it is even possible to receive the support of state venture capital funds.
But if he was working in Beijing, establishing a school in Beijing, an event of the
exact same nature, not only would he be unable to receive the support of venture
capital funds, it could also become an illegal establishment, and be demolished or
banned. Under this compartmentalized institutional fiscal system, this venture fund
distribution reaches the Guizhou government, and the funds can only be applied for
and used in Guizhou.10
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This is evidently different from the Western sense of ‘public finances’. Under local or
institutional finances, government finances enter the funds of local accounts, serving
only as resources for local areas, not as public resources surpassing the one local de-
partment or institution. In this respect, ‘public’ is not in the general sense of the area
being covered or usage rights, but rather a resource controlled and managed by ‘pub-
lic’ departments; the beneficiaries of public finances are also not public, it is a special
privilege for people such as those with local household registries. Since financial imple-
mentation goes alongside the administrative system, in terms of the qualifications of
the beneficiary, it becomes very important whether they are subordinates of the
department within the system. As for this meaning of it being ‘partially public’, the allo-
cation of funds does need not be accountable to the public or society, even if it is
legitimately distributed publicly, it definitely does not mean that it needs to face the
public. Under these understandings, institutional power is public power, ‘public finan-
ces’ most importantly refers to the level and status of public institutions and the rights
to using finances, and not to where the money goes.

This is, of course, not a phenomenon that only exists today. If we look at the ‘degree
of expenditure principles’ in the historical records of ‘The Six Statutes of the Tang’, we
can see from ‘the complete view and characteristics of three main types of expendi-
tures’ that they are for the country, for the military, and for the imperial court
(expended by the emperor).11 From the perspective of ‘public budgets’ today, the basic
content of these types of expenditures—treatment of officials, expenditures on
etiquette and rituals, transportation, administrative fees, relief funds, commodity fees,
hydraulics and civic infrastructure construction fees, education, books, historical compil-
ation fees, religion fees, monitoring livestock, night guards, border military fees, the
emperor’s personal fees, harem expenditures, crown prince expenditures, princes and
princesses fees, etc.—counts as public welfare or ‘public expenditures’, part of it is
needed for the functioning of official agencies, or even including the necessities of offi-
cials’ familial affairs, but this is regarded entirely as having a ‘public’ quality, following
channels for financial allocation. In many places in China, we can still find various types
of historical account records today, and their functions cover reporting and authoriza-
tion, the distribution of resources, and the segmentation of officials’ rights. The reports
still need to be responsible for the financial balance of their own institutions, but they
do not need to bear the promise of public responsibility or the transparency of tasks.
Under this type of segmented system of usage rights, even if it is for the provision of
allocations for more public infrastructure, such as the reforms to ‘return meltage fees
to public coffers’—this action was evaluated by historians as the progress of modern
state responsibility, but also ultimately ended up being a failure.12 One of the reasons
is that there exists a conflict of interest between unified public finance and segmented
institutional usage rights. In this respect, the institutional or local finance we are discus-
sing, although they are held by the ‘public sector’, it is hard to equate it to the stricter
sense of ‘public finance’.

This situation is similar to a magnified version of ‘patrimonialism’ (Weber
Terminology, 2003). In institutional financial systems, the sharing of ‘family property’ is
the basic mechanism behind its sustainability. This ‘sharing’ is partially public, and it is
internally public. The partially public nature supports and protects a large number of
its members and their benefits within the departments, and an externally public nature
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naturally threatens the control over institutional finances, it is damaging to the interests
of all internal members. Therefore, public finance problems are different from the ethic-
al principles of the public and private that are of primary focus in the West. In public
departments in China, structural problems, which are the relationship between partially
public and entirely public, should be the most important emphasis of the fiscal prob-
lems in our system.

The Financial Role of the Government

The tax-sharing system reform in 1994 established an income-sharing, expenditure-
sharing system among the different levels of the government. Until today, finance
researchers still hold this reform in high regard, saying it: not only eliminated local pro-
tectionism and fragmented economy, but also raised to a new level the handling of
the two major sets of basic economic relationships between government and busi-
nesses, and the central and local, which adheres to the sustainable development of
market economy.13 Worth noting is that, unlike the principles of modern state-building,
striving for the separation of the roles of public and market organizations, local govern-
ments do not actually find their own economic, or even government-company roles, to
be taboo, even more so is that the tax-sharing reform became the condition for the
local governments’ transition toward taking on economic roles.

The tax-sharing system reforms in 94 redivided local tax sources, implementing the
separation of tax submission, shrinking local fund-managing rights, and giving it to
higher levels—for example, township finances are managed by the county, the city
establishes a unified account center, leading to the increase in the income of higher-
level government agencies, and obtaining even more financial autonomy. In the inter-
views we did with local cadres, we heard much of the same content: complaints about
the decrease in the freedom of their funds usage. Civil servants who were interviewed
often viewed upper and lower-level administrative relations through the lens of money.

Now, the top makes the policies and the bottom pays for it. The municipal Party
committee and the municipal government exert pressure on these tasks. . . . The money is
collected locally and goes to the top, but expenditures are top-bottom. Once he is full, he
will then be able to give you something.14

This complaint is a good representation, in that it demonstrates the financial under-
standings of local civil servants: we collect the money for the top from the bottom, but
the top allocates the money. Therefore, for public expenditures, the convention is that
if there is money, then it will be done, if there is not enough money, then it will not
be done. With the launching of policies from upper-level agencies, such as transferred
payments, project support, appraisals, and rewards between upper and lower-level
organizations, the formation of ‘economic relations’ with the obtaining of funds as the
goal is quickly accelerated. The personnel who are in contact with local agencies are
most concerned with how to obtain funds outside of transferred payments.

‘[The state] started asking for the complete amount of land-transferring fees to be
collected and handed in to the national treasury starting in 2007, . . . for local finances, if
the control is gone, then there is no money, (we) would have to attract businesses and
investments’.15
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‘Attracting investments’ is not only used for the functioning of an agency, it can also
be a profitable action. In the words of local civil servants, it is ‘first using various meth-
ods to find money, and then deciding how to spend it on our own’.16 Different from
personal consumption tendencies, local governments are even more willing to attract
projects that can allow the government to enjoy property rights and have long-term
benefits. These can be economic benefits—such as, commercial cities (malls) and devel-
opment areas that can produce a large amount of rental income and also contribute to
political achievements—for example, letting upper-level agencies and citizens see
projects related to urban regeneration and landscapes.

Attracting investments was mainly directed at social enterprises or external organiza-
tions in the past, but it is now unraveling within economic departments in the system,
such as the ‘financing platform’17 that has developed rapidly among each level of the
government in the past few years.18 This money mostly comes from institutions with
local government backgrounds, and cooperating through the exchange of resources on
the financing platform. Their credibility does not come from market achievements, but
rather from their relationship with the government. From known sources, so far in
China, there are approximately 3000 local government financing platforms, and they
are mainly concentrated at the county level. From the information published by each
major bank, the sum of total government debt from local financing amounts to 7.1 tril-
lion RMB, taking up about 15% of the level of the loan balance in the Chinese banking
system.19 In regards to this, the media often focuses on aspects related to future bank-
ing risks, but we need to pay more attention to the nature of the above mentioned
activities, which is the motive and role of government behavior: these government
actions are much like the market sectors, with investments and income as the main
goal. In our interviews, many local civil servants actually directly referred to upper-level
authorities as ‘boss’, and even higher-level authorities as the ‘big boss’. These titles can,
at least partially, reflect that the clearly aware economic role of the government has
spread widely. To many local officials, the central task of finances is economic develop-
ment and earning profits, but not the provision of public goods.

The Urban Public Budget

From the comparison of the public expenditure (budget report) of two cities, we can
see the focus of expenditure for local finances. According to the local government
finances budget reports published on local government websites (Shenzhen [SZ] and
Hong Kong [HK]), there are obvious differences as seen below.

Budget report length

For bureaus with the same function (health bureau and health department), the length
of the budget report for HK was approximately 8–9 times the length of the one for SZ.

Content of report

For the same category of disease prevention, the budget for SZ only had 3 items: 2007
Budget Amount, 2008 Budget Amount, and 2008 Amount of Increase from
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Previous Year. For the HK budget, there were 6 items: financial allocation amount, pur-
pose, abstract, objectives, goals, and issues that require special attention, and there
was even a note from the departmental person in charge. It is obvious that the HK
government budget was not only a distribution of expenditures, but it was, further-
more, an allocation of duties, because it was mainly explaining the concrete tasks that
needed to be taken on for a specific budget item, work goals, where the money is
going, and the basis of how the allocation of the amount was calculated.

Direction of budget expenditure

The main direction of the public expenditure for SZ was in the area of infrastructure
and urban development, for HK it was medicine, security, social security, environment,
education, and other areas of public service. The main focus of SZ public expenditure
was economic, most expenditure types were under the category of ‘other’ (the generic
category for items that do not need to be clearly listed), and this part seems to ac-
count for 40% of the entire budget (Figure 1, Table 1).

Government Projects

Different from single administrative allocations in the past, local governments now ob-
tain upper-level funds using two methods: the proportional division of taxes and apply-
ing to project funding. From local interviews we discovered that in recent years, the
speed of government project expansions has been shocking, administrative incentives
and economic investments are mostly carried out through various ‘project’ forms
(Table 2). Many projects benefit the people, beautify the city, and make life convenient,
but it is hard to distinguish whether they are social public goods or government eco-
nomic products. Administrative staff at all levels believe that the two are mutually
beneficial, and do not need to be differentiated. The following project report reflects
their understanding:

Our city has always followed the idea that having a grasp on the market is having a
grasp on the economy, cultivating the market is like cultivating the understanding of fi-
nancial resources, following the policy of ‘having water for the fish, having chicken for
the eggs’, conserving financial sources, and making sure that the market continues to
develop prosperously. City finances successively invested in many projects, such as the
International Logistics Center, . . . every year, 1.5 million dollars are arranged for the
special funds for the promotion of tourism, and used toward the ‘packaging’ of the en-
tire image of the city, promoting and obtaining publicity, and rewarding shopping and
tourism, so the overall environment for tourism in constantly improving.20

The goals for the project funding directed toward the poor western regions are also
management/development and market cultivation. Many of these places do not even
have a chance to change their understandings before the arrival of a large number of
projects. Frankly, for local leaders in these areas, when big projects continuously come,
their main job is to change the perceptions of cadres, because many people ‘do not
know how to handle the economy, so there is a need to clear the obstacles in the
system, obstacles within the cadre, and obstacles to departmental interests for the
incoming projects’.21
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In the recent two or three years, the central and provincial governments have given
us many projects, there are several hundred for just the expansion of domestic
demands, with grant funding amounting to several hundred millions. In the past we
thought about projects, hoped for projects, now we have so many, but how to imple-
ment them well is a new problem.22

For the cities in the east, the fight for projects has led to a lot of intense competi-
tion among government agencies. The goal of the work exchange between upper and
lower-level agencies is usually to obtain funding, and the principle of the exchange
develops at each level of government organizations:

For example, ‘the state has agricultural projects, with the funding of 10 billion, four
players are competing for it, who will it be given to? It is given to the one who runs
more, finds more, or has better and deeper relationships. . . . Because of this, the head
of the county often hangs out around upper-level agencies all day long’.23

Even though there is still a lack of detailed information, it should be a correct
assessment that the government expands economic development through the distribu-
tion of projects, because the big local projects often have the background of govern-
ment support. In our research, we found that these construction projects: the waterfront
development construction project in Zhejiang WL, the industrial park project in Anhui
MG, the exhibition hall project in Zhejiang YW, and the drinking water project in Hubei
WH, all applied for funding or project subsidies in the name of government projects. In
this regard, each government level becomes the actual institution of economic project
investment and operation. Some projects seem to be self-financed, but in actuality they
have special subsidies given to them after passing government inspection:

Regardless of whether they first get their own loans or are self-financed, take out
the money first to get things done. After we inspect it and approve, the money
immediately goes into the account.24 To obtain more surpluses of ‘project subsidies’,
overreporting the budget is a prevalent strategy:

Our city established a branch of the Wahaha factory, the total environmental protection
project budget that they formulated was 5 million, in reality the construction would cost
about 800,000 Yuan.25

Table 1. Comparisons of the budget report of three departments.

SZ Department Budget page number HK Department Budget page number

Health Bureau 2 pages Health Department 16 pages
Education Bureau 2 pages Education Bureau 18 pages
Audit Bureau 2 pages Audit Department 6 pages

Source: Jun, Han. working paper: The Autonomy, Mode of Accountability, and Performance-Concept of Budgets. re-
search report on Government Public Budgeting Behavior. Department of Sociology, Peking University, Beijing, 2009,
p. 4.

Table 2. Comparing incentives systems.

Leadership method Lower-level motivation Upper-level role Lower-level role

Before Instruction Approval Obtaining promotions
and recognitions

Leadership Performance of
instruction

Currently Increasing Evaluating results
Project rewards

Obtaining funds
economic benefits

Monitoring and evalu-
ating distribution of
projects

Performance of projects
innovative working
methods
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Contrary to market behavior, government finances are even more lax, this indicates
that the standards for the distribution of public finances are even lower:

Reporting budgets to the government and to businesses is very different, the former is
more lax than the latter, in most situations, being off by about 15% is not a problem, it
depends on what kind of project it is.26

The result is obvious, the institutions that are able to receive government projects
will become increasingly ostentatious. This has encouraged the local government be-
havior of ‘tricking in’ more funding. Their experience is that projects requiring a large
amount of funding need to be successfully approved, so they should be reported with
a lower amount. After the project is approved, more funding can be applied for with
excuses, for example, as not being able to complete construction. Because the projects
are already under way, in order to prevent stopping in the middle, most projects will
receive further authorization from upper-level authorities.

They do not care how much money the project needs or how to formulate more
reasonable budgets, they only care about the completeness of the authorization proce-
dures, being accountable to (upper-level) people, and not having anything go wrong.27

Allowing the government to deal with the economy has become the main phenom-
enon in rapidly-developing areas, especially in the Southeast region. One municipal-
level management personnel in the eastern region mentioned that when he was
participating in cadre training in Beijing, he discovered that there was ‘a difference of
more than 20 years’ in the work content of cadres in the western region and his. Many
of the things done in the eastern region, the western cadres would say that they ‘do
not even dare to think about’. This difference in the roles indicates that the originally
similar nature of the work among government agencies has become dissimilar with the
emergence of a series of new roles.

The Concentration of Non-Tax Revenues

The government economic behavior mentioned above could also be observed through
local ‘fiscal reforms’. Soon after implementing the tax-sharing system, the Zhejiang YIW
Municipal government boldly started the ‘government nontax revenue’ reform.28

Aimed at the phenomenon of subordinate agencies collecting fees or profiting for
themselves, the municipal finance bureau issued orders that all the income of depart-
ments at each level would be incorporated into unified municipal finances.29 In 1998
and 2003, the city was led twice by a discipline and inspection department, clearing
out 2843 accounts in 339 administrative institutions, taking back all subordinate
accounts related to administrative income or penalties, implementing a new ‘financial
evaluation and approval system’ for accounts. In 2005, cooperating with the municipal
people’s bank, the finance bureau again cleared out all the bank accounts of the
budgeting institutions in the city, reevaluating and approving 888 accounts to be
established, decreasing individual accounts of local institutions by two-thirds.

This reform eliminated a large amount of local accounts that receive income,
establishing a unified ‘nontax revenue collection system’, implementing a network of
monitored and controlled tax collection: the entire city with 200 or so collection
enforcement units, 26 penalty enforcement units, 23 bank collection locations that are
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connected real-time to the municipal department of finance, implementing the man-
agement method of ‘the separation of collection and payment, penalty and payment,
bank-substituted collection, and unified financial management’. Each type of fee collec-
tion, penalty collection, and other nontax revenues has the entire amount incorporated
into the specialized municipal finance account; the entire income of the government is
collected into a ‘cage’. One institution preserves only one expenditure account, the
account can only accept funding allocations from the municipal finance department, all
income other than budgets no longer enter an institution’s account, but it is unified
into an account managed by the municipal finance department.30

Of course, a big obstacle is encountered here, because the funds coming in and out
of subordinate units are all monitored by municipal bureaus.

Question: What if local institutions refuse to hand over their accounts?

Answer: Then they will lose their government organization status. Would you want to give
up the power you have, your staff, administrative allocations, and welfare, to become a
social organization? That would be a lot to lose.31

This means that the administrative fee collection rights of each institution has been
reevaluated and reauthorized, allowing the administrative fee collection project to rep-
resent superior agencies, collecting upwards to upper-level agencies, and no longer
being controlled by subordinate units themselves. The municipal finance department
believes that such an action breaks the links between ‘power’ and ‘interests’, complete-
ly transforming the traditional understanding of ‘the ownership of extra-budgetary
funds’. The extra budgetary funds fully implement the two paths of revenue and
expenditure, returning the redistribution function of national income to finance
departments.32

These revenues used to be invisible, but controlled by local departments. The
method of the reauthorization of fee collection rights has allowed departmental fee
collections to become centralized in regional governments, and a large amount of
funds, therefore, entered municipal governments: In 2000, the available financial resour-
ces of the consolidated budget of this particular city amounts to 2.36 billion, in 2006 it
reached 9.24 billion, 3.5 times the amount in 2000, with an average annual growth of
41.6%.33 In another county-level city in Zhejiang, in 2007, the nontax revenues
amounted to 879,068 Yuan, with a real growth of 269.6% compared to the year
before.34 Therefore, it is not baseless that the society generally believes that the gov-
ernment is rich. In the hands of the local government, this money is mostly used for
consumption funds, but in the hands of the municipal government, this money can be
transformed into capital.

The Inventory of Government Assets

In another city, an accounting system reform was occurring. In 2008, the Zhejiang JX
municipal government discovered existing problems with the continual monitoring and
preservation of government assets: The accounting habits of each section was split and
disconnected, mixing up the differences between capital expenditures and administra-
tive expenditures, unable to reflect the complete picture of the resources that the
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government owns and controls. They believed that the vulnerability of this accounting
system was due to it not being beneficial for the implementation of monitoring and
ownership rights for accumulated earnings obtained by government investments, and,
therefore, a reform was needed.

Before, financial budgets and accounts could not provide information regarding
government assets; they are only reflected as general financial expenditures of that
period. Once they are expended, it leaves the radar and control of the government,
and this is not beneficial for the continual monitoring and preservation of government
assets.35

The finance department in this city suggested the establishment of the ‘full budget
management model:’ horizontally covering all government resources, vertically expand-
ing to the payment transaction process of local institutions. The main trait of this
model is that it requires a comprehensive, systematic, and complete reflection of how
governments use their obtained economic resources, especially in continuous activities
and cumulative results with the government itself as the main subject.

The role of national assets in the national economy in China should not be
neglected, whether it is in absolute terms or relative amounts, but yet it is not reflected
in overall financial budget accounting. This indicates that the financial funds used to
purchase government assets, once expended, leaves the accounting calculations and
monitoring of the government.36

Because of this, the direction of the reforms in the city of JX include making an inven-
tory of government assets, establishing a public budget accounting system, incorporat-
ing ‘income obtained from sources, such as acquisition, taxation, or service fee
collections’, . . . into the government public budget accounting calculations. The main
focus is the source, usage, and balance of annual financial resources.37 Interestingly, on
the one hand, this reform claims that government activities are different from business
activities, government goals are not to profit, and not market exchange; on the other
hand, it also points out that government ‘achievements’ should be reflected through the
‘economic, beneficial, and effective’ nature of their activities.38 The municipal govern-
ment clearly realizes that as investors they need to connect the two accounts—the
budget of asset revenues and the administrative budget of investments—controlling the
wealth they own, in order to have greater abilities to redistribute the proportion of
economic gains in government investment departments and industry operation
departments.

Administrative Evaluations and Rewards

Contrary to the society’s impression of government jobs—a cup of tea, reading a news-
paper, playing mahjong, playing games—an impression of leisure, today, at the munici-
pal level, local government departments have become surprisingly busy. What are they
busy doing? Busy reaching work goals, which is, completing the demands of an evalu-
ation index system. Many regional governments have established a new agency: A
comprehensive evaluation committee to ‘promote administrative evaluations in the dir-
ection of institutionalization, standardization, and professionalization’. The evaluation
office in Zhejiang HZH city was established in 2006, with 5 agencies: a secretariat, goal
management office, evaluation work committee, county work office, and performance
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evaluation centers.39 The contents of administrative evaluations are complicated, but
two basic evaluation goals were formulated: developmental goals and work goals.
The former includes economic development, social management, and development
potential—three categories with 34 indicators—the latter includes the competition and
rectification of major annual work goals.

Administrative evaluations heavily emphasize the reactions of upper-level authorities
but not public reactions: Units that are evaluated must provide evidence of the reac-
tions of upper-level authorities, such as awards, recognitions, media affirmation, etc.;
materials of evidence must come from an official unit that is of an administrative level,
the higher the level, the better the score. For example, documented affirmation from
national ministries or evidence of broadcast from central media; documented affirm-
ation from departments and bureaus of national ministries or evidence of broadcast
from state trade media; documented affirmation from subordinates of national minis-
tries that are the equivalents of department and bureau-level institutions (not including
institutes, associations), or promotions from central-level media related Internet web-
sites (not including reposting online), etc. Central media refer to the People’s Daily,
Xinhua News Agency, CCTV, China National Radio, Guangming Daily Newspaper, PLA
Daily, and Qiushi magazine.40 The members of the evaluation committee include more
than 60% of upper-level or departmental heads, 20% academic professionals, 20%
other evaluation office leaders from other provinces or cities. These demands have
encouraged the cooperation among government units and the media along with gov-
ernment units and academic professionals.

Administrative evaluations categorize work results into concrete standards, and eval-
uations are held annually, with the results influencing the performance bonuses of the
institution, and the order of their project applications. There is no information for us to
estimate the overall scale of performance bonuses in administrative departments, but
according to the annual rewards chart we obtained from one county-level bureau of
industry and economics in the area, it clearly shows that in the 2009 fiscal year alone,
this bureau received 13.3 million Yuan from upper-level agencies.41 We can see that
the economic rewards following work evaluations are very impressive.

Conclusions and Discussion

From the perspective of ‘state-building’, what is the meaning of the above governmen-
tal financial behavior? First, it highlights the economic role of local governments, the
expansion of their activities, the strengthening of financial allocation abilities, the
complete establishment of action logics centered around economic principles: they
gradually placed more emphasis on the control of government assets and revenue cal-
culations; they expanded opportunities for fund-raising, management, and profiting,
viewing investments, incentives, exchange, control of assets, and benefits as the gov-
ernment’s own work; the goals of their actions are mainly economic, demonstrating
the corporatization of local departments, their roles becoming a combination of being
fund-raisers, property owners, commissioners, operators, and beneficiaries, and that
redistributive power is itself also market power.

Second, the increase in the ability of local governments to allocate resources has led
to the strengthening of their rewards and incentives system, with more centralized
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methods. We can see that in a series of fiscal reforms, upper- and lower-level govern-
ment relationships have been reorganized: upper-level agencies supervise through the
exchange of funds, promoting economic incentives, evaluating work according to the
desires of upper-level authorities, giving funding to lower-level agencies in exchange
for choosing tasks in line with upper-level goals. A very different phenomenon in the
government’s incentive system has emerged.

Third, the changes in the power structure within the administration: Vertically we
can see that administrative monitoring has strengthened, and the focus has shifted to
the city-level. Municipal finances have become a more aggressive leading unit, and as
for the organizations below the county-level, their activities have decreased, and they
are more dependent on projects. Horizontally, we can see that the division of labor has
gradually become obvious: Party departments are carrying out supervision and
accountability, and government departments are carrying out economic development.
The party departments manage personnel and financial decisions and supervision, but
these activities are usually not in the economic realm. The relationship between the
party and the government is like the relationship between the board and manager in
an enterprise, but the power in party and government departments is even more expli-
citly divided. This structure provides a protective mechanism for the redistributed
power to be directly involved in economic activities, allowing economic activities to
face fewer risks that threaten party departments.

Fourth, local governments have directly entered the market, or entered the market
through the subordinate organizations they established, resulting in the promotion of
the connections of interests between the government, financial sector, and state-
owned enterprises, forming a reciprocal relationship, promoting the organization of the
market within the system, and realizing what we often call the ‘powerful combination’.
What a state-owned enterprise chairman called ‘the market-oriented operation of
government resources’, is indeed the way to describe it.42

From a macro perspective, this phenomenon promoted the formation of a type of
structural trend: the economic realm inside and outside of the system is further differ-
entiated, and the gap in the level of market organization in the two areas has gradually
widened. The meaning of this change is that the most important unit of competition
has changed: the main competition in the market is not only unraveled among single
institutions with property rights, more importantly, it is unraveling between the two
organized systems inside and outside the structure.

In addition, government finances have prominent regional and departmental traits,
the usage and distribution of finances is dependent on historical structure: only
through specific administrative projects can this be implemented. This means that the
exchange of resources occurs through various organized channels within the system,
resulting in the tilting of opportunities, the market, funding, and policies toward
departments inside the system, greatly increasing the business cooperation and oppor-
tunities benefiting ‘their own’. These opportunities are not only hard to share with
departments or people outside the system, the competition among them have also
become increasingly fierce. It is precisely because of the structural position and mutual-
ly beneficial connections that departments within the system have that allow them to
have access to and use public resources, therefore becoming the beneficiaries of
government finances.
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The two newest examples illustrate this point.
Example 1: The leader of Santai County of Mianyang City in Sichuan instructed that

the 90 million Yuan in postdisaster reconstruction funds distributed downwards from
the government should be distributed to the county-government owned enterprise,
Hongda Company, increasing the registered capital. The company then distributed 80
million Yuan downwards to their subordinate real estate development enterprise. This
action allowed the company to make a profit of over 100 million Yuan in the year
2010.43

Example 2: In the 19 listed road and bridge companies, ‘Huajian’ Company holds
shares or is a stockholder of 12 of those companies. Whether it is in terms of scale or
output value, Huajian Company was the strongest of all the listed roads and bridges
companies in the country. The person in charge revealed that this was because of ‘his-
torical reasons’: before, the company used to be the Huajian Transportation and
Economic Development Center, authorized by the Transportation Ministry in 1993 to
become a registered state-owned enterprise. In 1999, the Huajian Center was placed
under the China Merchant Group Limited, no longer under the affiliation of their origin-
al leader, the Transportation Ministry, and officially changing its name on June 21,
2011. The chairman of Huajian Company has held the positions of deputy director and
director of the Transportation Ministry of China, and deputy director and director of
the comprehensive planning department within the ministry. The general manager of
Huajian Company has held a position in the general office in the Transportation
Ministry of China, and currently serves as the chair of the board for the Huabei
Highway. In addition, as we all know, the profits from highway toll stations are among
the highest in all industries. In addition, in the above 19 listed road and bridge compa-
nies, 17 of the chairmen used to hold positions in transportation departments at the
local government level or in public security and transportation departments.44

However, many professionals outside the system do not have such opportunities.
They are dependent on ‘outside market finances’, and cannot have access to public
resources through ‘nonofficial channels’.45 This demonstrates why in recent years, a
large number of business people have hoped to swarm into ‘public’ institutions. This is
because obtaining an established identity is the only way to have access to and use
government finances and other ‘public resources’.46

From a sociological perspective, these facts reveal that this is not a simple issue of
individual opportunities, but instead it is an organized differentiated opportunity struc-
ture phenomenon. On the one hand, public resources and benefits have tilted toward
some people and organizations because they are historically linked to public power, or
because they themselves are converted into economic organizations by public power;
on the other hand, the differentiated structure limited the competitive energy of mar-
ket participants outside the system, and these structural circumstances cannot be
changed through eliminating corrupted individuals. The statistics in Figure 2 reflect the
perceptions of citizens on ‘opportunities to benefit’.

The key is not the amount of benefits, but the method. According to Buchanan’s def-
inition, goods and services provided through the market system are private goods, and
those provided through the political system are public goods.4748 The central task of
modern state-building is to establish a channel for the fair access to public resources,
and to establish a government organization that provides public goods and services.
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But if the effects and results of government finances are that some groups obtain ‘public
goods and services’ through allocation, other groups obtaining ‘public goods and serv-
ices’ through ‘purchasing (paying fees or collecting bribes)’, this would certainly be harm-
ful to the reputation and credibility of the government as a ‘public organization’. This
here poses a serious challenge to the Chinese political order.
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